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Ever since the invention of Internet World Wide Web (WWW), which can be 
regarded as an electronic library storing billions of information sets with different 
types of media, enhancing the efficiency in searching on W W W has been 
becoming the major challenge in the Internet world while different web search 
engines are the tools for obtaining the necessary materials through various 
information retrieval algorithms. 
The current web search engines usually process queries according to user-given 
keywords or samples and try to satisfy the users' needs base exclusively on the 
analysis of the words in web pages. In most cases, this not only allows users to 
receive the information they need in only one medium, but also ignores some 
potentially useful reference in retrieving the web pages like the linkage between 
web pages. 
Recently, some scientists proposed the use of hyperlinks in web pages to grab and 
rank different web pages in the W W W . If there exists a hyperlink between two 
web pages, it is most likely that they have similarities in their contents, or one of 
the web pages is the detailed description of another page. Moreover, using 
hyperlinks for information retrieval can gather information in different media, 
which means that we can retrieve multimedia information in a single query. 
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ABSTRACT 
The objective in this research project is to retrieve multimedia information 
through link analysis. W e compare the performance of Page Rank Algorithms 
with hypertext-induced topic selection (HITS) Algorithm in searching multimedia 
information in order to introduce a modified algorithm for multimedia searching. 
W e take into account several factors which may affect the ranking of multimedia 
links for the modification of the Page Rank and HITS Algorithm. Comparisons 
among the modified algorithms and the traditional ones will be provided for 
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CHAPTER 1 — Introduction 
Chapter 1. Introduction 
1.1 Background 
The W W W contains an enormous amount of information. There are currently 
over billions of Web pages in the W W W , which continues to grow in a 
phenomenal rate. It is undoubtedly difficult to locate the required information 
with high quality and relevancy in such a large corpus. To make it even 
complicated, the non-unifying structure, variability in authoring style and content 
render the harvest of the useful information impossible just with traditional 
techniques for database management and information retrieval. 
In the past years, content-based search engines have been one of the primary tools 
in information retrieval inside the W W W . They usually have a large database 
which store and index the majority portion of W W W , and build giant indices for 
all web pages containing certain keywords. Whenever a query keyword is entered, 
the search engine returns with a list of web pages with the given query term. 
As all the resulting web pages are ranked in advance, the searching process only 
takes several seconds. But there are certain drawbacks for the index-based search 
engines. One of them occurs when a broad query topic is used as search 
keyword - thousands to millions web pages with the keywords will be returned to 
users including those unrelated to the query. This seriously affects the quality and 
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relevance of the searching results. So, how can the search engine select the most 
representative and descriptive ones? 
Some scholars, like Kleinberg[3], Page[2], etc., proposed that other than the text 
content of the web pages, we can also use the hyperlink structures in the pages for 
crawling and ranking the web pages so as to distill and downsize the result set for 
the users' query. This is known as the hyperlink analysis in information retrieval. 
Though researchers, such as Arsu et aL[28], have done much comparison in 
different searching strategies, there is still no conclusion for which searching 
methodology can be out-performed than others in all aspects. 
1.2 Importance of hyperlink analysis 
Hyperlink analysis algorithms allow search engines to deliver focused results to 
user queries. A hyperlink from page A to page B is usually a recommendation of 
page B by the author of page A [1]. On the other hand, if page A and page B are 
connected by a hyperlink, they may be on the same topic [1]. 
Before we discuss the details of different link analysis algorithms, we should first 
understand some definitions of keywords which are commonly used in describing 
the hyperlink analysis. 
• Authority: measuring the number of objects pointing to an object, 
calculated by HITS 
• Hub: measuring number of objects pointed by an object, calculated by 
-
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HITS 
Remarks: Hubs and Authorities are mutually reinforcing relationship, which 
means for better Hub pages, they will always point to good Authority pages; 
for better Authority pages, they will always pointed by good Hub pages. 
• Rank: scores of a page calculated by the Page Rank algorithm 
• out-degree: number of pages a page links to 
• in-degree: number of pages have links to a page 
• out-links: links the page point out 
• in-links: links point to the page 
There are several applications in hyperlink analysis: crawling, ranking pages, 
mirrored hosts, web page categorization, and geographical scope [1]. In the 
following sections, we will only cover crawling and ranking, which are the two 
most vital topics in our research approach later on. 
Apart from the link relationships widely used in hyperlink analysis, the anchor 
text, the link types, position of the link, etc., can also be used in the hyperlink 
analysis.、Our research project also focused on investigating how these extra pieces 
of information affect the existing hyperlink analysis in ranking web pages. 
-
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Chapter 2. Related Work 
As we stated in the previous chapter, information retrieval on W W W can be 
processed by content-based analysis and link-based analysis. Content-based 
analysis grabs and ranks web pages by considering the relevance of the contents 
of the H T M L web pages to user's query. These contents include the text body of 
the pages, the title of the pages, the page keywords in the meta data of the pages, 
etc. Link-based analysis often ranks the web pages by the number of links 
connected to them. In most of the link-based algorithms, a rule is followed - the 
more the number of links pointing to a web page, the higher its rank. In this 
chapter, we will focus on describing various link-based analyses in information 
retrieval. 
2.1 Crawling 
For any search engine, there are two necessary functions: how to grab the set of 
relevant data specified by user's query and how to rank the data grabbed. 
Crawling is the process of collecting web pages. 
2.1.1 Crawling method for HITS Algorithm 
Kleinberg proposed that an ideal collection of web pages relevant to user's query 
should follow the 3 properties below [3]: 
1 The set should be relatively small 
-
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2 The set should be rich in relevant pages 
3 The set should contain most (or many) of the strongest Authorities 
Most scientists followed these three properties when building their own searching 
algorithms so that less computer resources and time would be used. When they 
started to do crawling, they tried to grab as fewer pages as possible while these 
pages should be predicted to have higher relevance to the user's query. 
Firstly, they collected t highest ranked pages for query from a text-based search 
engine as the Root Set of the resultant web page collection. The Root Set should 
satisfy the 3 properties of ideal collection of web pages. Then they expanded the 
Root Set by crawling the hyperlinks in the web pages inside the Root Set (Fig. 
2.1). 
^ ^ Base Set 
(Jg) 
Fig. 2.1: Expanding the root set into a base set 
The process repeated until a certain number of web pages were collected or no 
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more new pages could be added in the set. Except for restricting the number of 
web pages collected, the number of layers in crawling, that is, the web page 
distances, is commonly another constraint in gathering web pages. The expanded 
Root Set was called a Base Set, which was used for further ranking of the pages. 
The Base Set should also satisfy the above 3 properties. After building the Base 
Set, a linked network was formed and various ranking algorithms could be used 
for ordering the web pages. 
The crawling techniques introduced by Kleinberg are usually used in the HITS 
Algorithm[l, 3’ 5’ 8’ 10’ 11’ 13, 16，18, 22, 27, 29]. In order to limit the size of 
base set, Kleinberg[3] suggested to restrict the number of in-links and include all 
the out-links of the root set links in the base set. Besides, he suggested using the 
domain name to decide which links are purely for navigational use and remove 
them from the base set, in order to avoid many pathologies caused by treating 
navigational links in the same way as other meaningful links. This is because 
Kleinberg proposed that most web pages with the same domain names often 
existed purely to allow for navigation of the infrastructure of a web site. 
In general, the crawling method proposed by Kleinberg is query-dependent. Many 
other query-dependent ranking methods also use similar techniques in crawling 
the base set for further ranking procedures, for example, the a Weighted HITS 
algorithm [5], Hilltop Algorithm[26], SALSA Algorithm[ll], etc. 
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2.1.2 Crawling method for Page Rank Algorithm 
For Page Rank Algorithm[l, 2, 6’ 7’ 8，12, 13，14’ 15，18’ 24，27, 30’ 31], as it 
considers the whole W W W as the base set of the ranking, the crawling strategy is 
to grab as many links as possible through the crawlers. Therefore, not much 
distillation rules are imposed on finding the base set links for carrying out Page 
Rank. 
W e can take the crawling system of the Google search engine [15，17] as an 
example. In order to scale to hundreds of millions of web pages, Google has a fast 
distributed crawling system. A single URLserver serves list of URLs to a number 
of crawlers. Each crawler maintains its own DNS cache so that it needs not do a 
DNS lookup before crawling each document. The list of URLs can be obtained 
from the out-links of each web pages crawled or provided by some web page 
service provider and the author of the web pages, etc. Then, the URLs crawled 
are cached and indexed for further analysis. 
2.2 Ranking 
After collecting a set of relevant web pages, we arrange these pages in order and 
return them to the user. Ranking is the process of arranging the returned web 
pages in descending order of relevance. There are several common ranking 
methods, namely the Page Rank Algorithm [1，2’ 6，7’ 8’ 12’ 13’ 14，15, 18, 24, 
27，30, 31], the HITS Algorithm [1，3’ 5’ 8’ 10’ 11’ 13’ 16, 18, 22, 27，29], the 
Page Rank-HITS Algorithm [13], the Stochastic Approach for Link-Structure 
, -
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Analysis (SALSA) [11], the Average and Sim Algorithm [8], the Netscape 
Approach [9] and the Cocitation Approach [9]. 
2.2.1 Page Rank Algorithm 
Page Rank is a method for computing a ranking for every web page based on the 
graph of the web proposed by Brin and Page [2’ 15]. It is a query-independent 
scheme which assigns ranking scores independent of a given query. The web 
pages which contain the query keywords will be extracted and then ranked based 
on the pre-calculated page rank scores. The collection of web pages can therefore 
be very large and not all web pages are relevant to user's query. A random surfer 
model [2, 15] is used in the calculation of Page Rank. This model suggests that 
user usually performs a random walk on the web graph. The random surfer simply 
keeps clicking on successive web page links at random. However, the surfer 
periodically get bored and jump to a random page chosen based on the distribution 
of E(u), a population of web page corresponding to a source of rank. 
In general, a highly linked page is more important than a page with few links. 
Page Rank provides a more complicated method than the citation counting. A web 
page is ranked higher if the sum of the ranks of its backlinks is high, which states 
that it has many backlinks or it has a few highly ranked backlinks. Backlinks are 
parent links of a web page pointing to it. A simple example of Page Rank 
algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.2. 
- -
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A ^ ^ B 
0.4 0.2 
\ \ o . 4 0.2 Z 
c 
0.4 
Fig. 2.2: Simplified Page Rank Calculation 
This is the general formulation of Page Rank: 
“ 斤 V 
such that d is maximized and \\R\1 = 1(||/?||, denotes the L； norm of R) 
where u: a web page in the collected web pages 
Bu： set of web pages that point to u 
Nu： number of links from u 
d\ probability of user does not jump to a page linked from the current page, 
but jumps to a random sample in a population of web pages E(u) with 
certain probability distribution, 0<d<l 
l-d: probability of user jumps uniformly at random to one of the pages 
linked from the current page 
R(u)\ rank of web page u 
E(u): a population contains web pages corresponding to a source of rank 
_ -
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with uniform probability distribution 
However, Page Rank assumes that each web page inside the collection has at least 
one child page inside the same collection. The dangling links should therefore be 
removed until all the Page Rank values are calculated. Dangling links are links 
with no out-links. After all Page Rank values are calculated, they can be added 
back in with no significant influence on the others, while their Page Rank values 
can be calculated from their parents. 
Many scientists have made modifications to the Page Rank Algorithm. Brin and 
Page [15] suggested including the random surfer model to the Page Rank 
Algorithm. At each step, with some probability, the surfer teleports to a 
completely random web page, independent of out-links of the current page. 
Another scientist, Haveliwala, proposed a topic-sensitive Page Rank algorithm [6] 
to rank pages by their importance scores (ranking scores) as well as the classified 
topic of user query. Haveliwala has introduced several proposals for efficient 
computation of Page Rank [24]，too. Diligenti, Gori and Maggini also formulated 
two algorithms (Focused Page Rank [13] and Double Focused Page Rank [13]) to 
compute a relative ranking of web pages when focusing on a specific topic. Ding, 
He, et al. [20] have proposed the implementation of mutually reinforcing 
calculations in the Page Rank like the Out-link normalized Rank, In-link 
normalized Rank and the Symmetric normalized rank. 
One of the most famous applications of Page Rank Algorithm is the Google 
iJ 
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Search Engine [15, 31] found by Brin and Page. Yet, Google's ranking system is 
not a purely link-based algorithm. It factors a web page in two rankings: the text 
score on account of the keyword hits in text content and the Page Rank score. A 
hit list for the web page is used for storing the counts of keyword hits in the 
content of the web page, the positions and fonts of the keyword in that page, etc. 
The information in the hit list affects the text score of that particular web page. 
Thus, we can say that Google's ranking algorithms is actually based on both 
content-based analysis and the link-based analysis. 
2.2.2 HITS Algorithm 
Kleinberg suggested the HITS Algorithm [3] to identify the most central web 
pages for broad search topics in the context of the W W W as a whole. HITS is a 
query-dependent ranking method. Unlike Page Rank, the initial collection of web 
pages for applying HITS algorithm is relatively small and more relevant to user's 
query. To perform the HITS algorithm, we should first collect a root set from the 
resultant set of a text-based search engine, and then expand it to a base set as 
stated before. 
Then, we can compute the Hubs and Authorities by the following 2 equations 
iteratively: 
； a n d ;y<"> = 
q.(q,p)e.E p:(q,p)eE 
where p, q: web pages in base set 
；Authority value of web page p 
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}；<">: Hub value of web page p 
(q, p): there exists a directed hyperlink from web page q to web page p 
E: the set of directed hyperlinks in the base set collection g 
Hubs authorities 
Fig. 2.3: An illustration of Hubs and authorities 
web page pi 
web page qi L / 
web page p web page q 
;c<P>:= sum of 广>:=sum of ^ ^ 
/〃>，for all q ；c<p>，for all p Q ^ 
^ “ pointing t o p o i n t e d to by q web page p2 
— z % 
W weD page ps 
web page qs 
Fig. 2.4: The basic operation of HITS 
Fig. 2.3 illustrates the meaning of Hub and Authority and Fig. 2.4 shows the basic 
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operation of HITS algorithm. First, the value of Authority for each web page is 
calculated, which is the I Operation. Based on the Authority calculated, we then 
calculated the Hub value, and this is the O operation. Note that the Authority 
values and the Hub values should be normalized in each iteration so that their 
squares sum to 1，i.e., 2^0<尸>)2 = 1 and ^(y^^^y = 1. Several iterations are 
pebaseSet pebaseSet 
performed to obtain a stable set of Authorities and Hubs. 
In past years, many scientists have tried to improve the performance of HITS by 
various methods. Ng, Zheng and Jordan proposed the Randomized HITS [14] and 
Subspace HITS [14] to improve the stability of HITS algorithm. Bharat and 
Henzinger [16] alleviated the mutually reinforcing relationships between hosts 
problem and topic drift problem by adding weights to web pages. The Companion 
algorithm [9] of Dean and Henzinger is derived from Kleinberg's HITS algorithm, 
which exploits not only links but also links' order on a web page. 
Another drawback of HITS algorithm is the two root links and their neighborhood 
may form a tightly-knit community (TKC) [11]. For root links which have few in-
links but a large number of out-links (in other words, a small-in-large-out link), 
most of which are not very relevant to the query, they turn out including too many 
irrelevant pages in the base set and dominating the ranking results so that these 
small-in-large-out links are numerically ranked higher than other links, though 
they in fact may not be more relevant to the query than other links. Usually, the 
average in-degree and out-degree of a root link are much smaller than the out-
degree of a small-in-large-out link. Li, Shang and Zhang suggested a Weighted 
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HITS algorithm [5] to improve the T K C effect. By adding weights in both in- and 
out-links of a small-in-large-out link, the Hub and Authority values of this links 
become less dominate so that the result of HITS becomes more reliable. Li, Shang 
and Zhang also proposed combining HITS algorithms with some relevance 
scoring methods [5], for instance, Vector Space Model (VSM), Okapi Similarity 
Measurement (Okapi), Cover Density Ranking (CDR) and Three-Level Scoring 
Method (TLS). 
Above all, Hub and Authority values can combine with other link properties such 
as the host so as to enhance the accuracy, as suggested by Bharat and Milhaila in 
their Hiltop Algorithm[26]. Gibson and Kleinberg have also demonstrated the use 
of anchor text in improving the HITS Algorithm [25]. Similar to anchor text, 
Yang [19] has also illustrated the possibility of fusion of the text-based retrieval 
method and the Authorities. Human factor can also be one of the possible 
components to be inserted in the HITS. Chen, Tao, et al. [23] have tried to make 
use of the DirectHit system, ranking of which are based on the click popularity 
and stickiness, with the Authority and Hub values in order to return more 
representative searching results to users. Other than different external factors, the 
results of HITS can be worked with other ranking models, too. The Hub-
Averaging-Kleinberg Algorithm and the Bayesian Algorithm of Borodin, Roberts, 
et al. [17] are the combination of HITS and SALSA algorithms, and HITS and 
Bayesian statistical model respectively to reduce the drawback of pure HITS 
Algorithm. 
_ 
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2.2.3 PageRank-HITS Algorithm 
There are many differences between Page Rank and HITS algorithm. Page Rank 
algorithm is a query-independent approach for ranking, while HITS algorithm is a 
query-dependent approach. Therefore, the query processing time for HITS is 
much longer than Page Rank as the ranking scores of Page Rank are pre-computed 
once only before the user input the query. In reverse, the Hub and the Authority 
values in HITS algorithm can only be calculated after the user's query. 
Page Rank algorithm is more stable than HITS algorithm. Page Rank has a well-
defined behavior because of its probabilistic interpretation and it can be applied to 
large collections without canceling the influence of the smallest web communities. 
HITS, on the other hand, magnifies the effect of the largest web communities, 
which restricts the HITS algorithm to be applied on large web page collection. 
Nevertheless, Page Rank is sometimes simplifying the complex relationships of 
web page citations, which is weaker than HITS in capturing the relationships 
among web pages. 
To combine the advantage of Page Rank and HITS Algorithm in ranking web 
pages, Diligenti, Gori and Maggini introduced a Page Rank-HITS model [13]. 
They employed two surfers in the new model, each implementing a bi-directional 
Page Rank surfer. Surfer 1 either followed a back-link or jumped to a random 
page whereas surfer 2 either followed a forward link or jumped to a random page. 
Considering the interaction between the surfers in a matrix like in HITS, the 
ranking scores were calculated. 
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2.2.4 SALSA Algorithm 
Similar to HITS Algorithm, SALSA Algorithms [11] also preserves the measure 
of Hub and Authority as the indicator of ranking relevant pages for user query. 
Considering a bipartite graph G, whose two parts correspond to Hubs and 
Authorities, an edge between Hub r (n) and Authority s (sa) means that there is an 
informative link from page r to page s. Authorities and Hubs pertaining to the 
dominant topic of the sites in G should then be highly visible (reachable) from 
many sites in G. Thus, Moran and Lempel suggested identifying these sites by 
examining certain random sites more frequently than others, less connected sites. 
SALSA is based upon the theory of Markov chains and relies on the stochastic 
properties of random walks performed on the collection of sites. It follows a meta-
algorithm which is a version of the spectral filtering method and differs from 
Kleinberg's HITS Algorithm in which the association matrices are defined. 
The meta-algorithm used for building up the association matrices is stated here. 
Given a topic t, construct a site collection C which should contain many r-Hubs 
and r-Authorities, but should not contain many Hubs or Authorities for any other 
topic t，. Let «=|C|. Then, deriving two n xn association matrices — a Hub matrix 
H and an Authority matrix A from C and the link structure induced by it. 
Association matrices are widely used in classification algorithms, and are used in 
the SALSA Algorithm in order to classify the web pages into communities of 
Hubs or Authorities. 
‘ 
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SALSA combines the theory of random walks with the notion of the two distinct 
types of web pages, Hubs and Authorities, and in fact, analyzes two different 
Markov chains: A chain of Hubs and a chain of Authorities. It performs a random 
walk by alternately (a) going uniformly to one of the pages which links to the 
current page, and (b) going uniformly to one of the pages linked to by the current 
page. Unlike traditional random walks, state transitions in these chains are 
generated by trans versing one forward link and one backward link in a row. A 
Hub score and an Authority score are obtained then from these chains. 
The following two formulas are the stochastic matrices which are the transition 
matrices of the two Markov chains: 
(a) The Hub-matrix H : 
h. • = � • 
(b) The Authority-matrix A : 
〜 • 1 1__ 
a. • = � • 
' ' ' { 軌 , 丨 deg(0 dcgik,) 
where a^  j: a positive transition probability in the Authority-matrix used for 
calculating the Authority value, implies that a certain page k points to 
both pages i and j, and hence page j is reachable from page i by two 
steps: retracting along the link k -> i and than following the link 
h. j: a positive transition probability in the Hub-matrix used for calculating 
the Hub value, implies that a certain page k is pointed to by both pages 
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i and j, and hence page j is reachable from page i by two steps: 
retracting along the link k i and than following the link k— j 
il： the Hub i in the bipartite undirected graph 
ia： the Authority i in the bipartite undirected graph 
deg(ih) ： out-degree of Hub i 
deg(ia) ： in-degree of Authority i 
(ill, ja): an edge between Hub i (//,) and Authority j (ja) means that there is 
an informative link from page i to page j 
The SALSA Algorithms, in some sense, can reduce the problem of T K C effect 
caused in the HITS Algorithm as it also includes the stochastic random walk 
model in the calculations. Moran and Lempel [11] has proved that SALSA 
Algorithm is less vulnerable to the TKC effect and can find meaningful 
Authorities in collections where Kleinberg's THIS Algorithm fails to retrieve. 
2.2.5 Average and Sim 
The idea of Average and Sim [8，27] was proposed by Gevrey and Ruger in 
combining the similarity measures obtained by text-based search engine with 
linkage analysis. They thought that HITS and Page Rank algorithm made some 
loss in part of the information obtained via text analysis from the text-based 
search engine. Therefore, they tried to reuse the similarity measures obtained by 
the search engine along with link analysis. Both Average and Sim represented the 
Authority value of a page p. Average equaled to the average over similarity 
measures of all incoming links q, while Sim equaled to the sum of the similarity 
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measure of page p and the average over all similarity measures of incoming links 
q. 
The following are the formulation of Average and Sim: 
Average: authority(p)=—— ^ similarity{q) 
Sim: authority(p) = similarity{p) + V similarity{q) 
where authority(p): the authority value of web page p 
similarity(p): the similarity value of web page q calculated by text-based 
search engine 
q web page q has a link to web page p 
\{q\q \ number of web pages point to web page p 
2.2.6 Netscape Approach 
Netscape introduced a "What's Related?" feature in the version 4.06 of the 
Netscape Communicator browser [9]. This approach used the connectivity 
information, usage information and content analysis to determine the 
relationships. The details of this approach can be found in the What's Related 
FAQ page of Netscape. 
2.2.7 Cocitation Approach 
Cocitation Approach [9] was suggested by Dean and Henzinger to examine the 
siblings of a starting node u in the web. Two nodes are cocited if they have a 
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common parent. The number of common parents of two nodes is their degree of 
cocitation. The Cocitation approach ranks the web pages by the degree of 
cocitation in descending order. 
On account that the majority of researchers have carried out many sounded reports 
in the HITS Algorithm and the Page Rank Algorithm, we may be able to gain 
more ideas and information from their experiences as well as the more mature 
techniques in reducing the side-effects during experiments. Therefore, in our 
research project, we only investigate into the application of the Page Rank 
algorithm and the HITS algorithm in multimedia information retrieval. 
2.3 Multimedia Information Retrieval 
When user search for image, sound track, or video clips, they can type their query 
in the search engines for image, audio or video databases and get the necessary 
information they need from the databases. Generally, all these databases use 
content-based analysis to index all the multimedia objects in advance. When the 
user initiates a query, the search engine returns the pre-ranked results to the users. 
This, however, restricts the users to retrieve the objects they desire from only the 
specific database rather than the whole W W W . It is obvious that no multimedia 
database can gather all the media objects in its own database. Therefore, the 
search engine will be unable to reach some of the useful objects not included in 
the database. 
Besides, these search engines usually pay less attention to the relationship 
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between the web pages containing these multimedia objects and the objects' 
ranking, which can significantly affect the degree of relevancy from user's point 
of view. For instance, users tend to consider a picture of Mickey Mouse in a well-
known homepage like Disney or IMDB more important than a similar one in a 
personal homepage. 
The convenience in searching multimedia information is another concern for users. 
Most of the search engines can only report results in one medium for each user 
query. It will be convenient to users for enquiring in any one medium and 
receiving result in several media. 
Yet, many scientists have developed various hyperlink analysis algorithms on web 
page searching. However, from my understanding, these algorithms have never 
been performed on searching objects other than text. Indeed, it should be more 
useful for users to input queries in only one medium to obtain relevant objects 
from different media in an instance. Yang, Li and Zhuang suggested an Octopus 
[4] system for multimedia information retrieval through user feedbacks, link 
analysis and object contents. 
2.3.1 Octopus 
The main idea of Octopus[4] is to divide the whole searching process into three 
different layers based on a Layered Graph Model (LGM). These 3 layers include 
the user layer, the structure layer and the content layer. All objects in these three 
layers, whether they are in the form of texts, image, etc., are called media objects. 
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Therefore, the relevance of two media objects can be evaluated by the following 
three aspects: 
1. User's interpretation of the two media objects deduced by the user's 
interactions 
2. Structural relationships between the two media objects (hyperlinks) 
3. Similarity in the contents of the two media objects from the lower-level 
features 
There is a diagram showing the structure of L G M in Fig. 2.5. The L G M stores 
knowledge as the links between media objects. The information retrieval can be 
restricted in a relatively small locality connected via links instead of in a whole 
database. The search space is therefore effectively reduced and more complicated 
algorithms can be applied on each layer. 
user / C  
L a y e r i Legend 
I 9 I ^ X I O text © video 
i • image • audio 
I I ； * I ！ t ;   
Structure J ^ V k J 
L a y e y ^ l / j | v f The same legend is used 
y / ^ ^ i 丨 for all the other figures. 
i i i i i i I I 
content 1 6 ！ 
Fig. 2.5: The layered graph model (LGM) [4] 
Moreover, we usually can only find similarities between objects in the same 
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media in the content layer. This means that if we need to retrieve multimedia 
objects, we also have to consider the structure layer and the user layer. Although 
the user layer is the most reliable measurement in ranking, it is less objective and 
requires user's feedback. Thus, in our research, we will only focus on the 
information retrieval algorithms on the structure layer. 
Mechanism for link analysis of Octopus in the structure layer is to consider the 
connectivity of all media objects in an undirected graph for which each of its 
nodes represents one media object, without considering their object type and 
whether they are embedded in other media objects. If there is a link from one 
media object I to another media object II, there should be links connecting object I 
to object II and all the media objects inside object II. The undirected links are 
used due to consistency with links in the user layer and content layer in the L G M . 
Besides, all links are of the same weight, regardless of the distances between the 
seeds and the nodes. Fig.2.6 shows an example of undirected graph in the 
structure layer in Octopus. 
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Web page 1 Web page 2 
Text A TextD 
M I _ I 力 D 
Image B A / 
Image E O ^  
Video C / \ 
C ^ B 
Fig. 2.6: Undirected graph showing connectivity between web pages 
There are some obvious advantages in using link analysis for multimedia 
information retrieval. For example, hyperlinks connect objects with different 
media together to form the Base Set for ranking. Besides, we can use the distance 
between 2 media objects to calculate the relevance of them. Moreover, we can 
also use wordings in the filename and anchor text of hyperlinks to enhance the 
quality of object ranking. 
In the following sections, we are going to discuss how we apply the above 
observations into our research work. 
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Chapter 3. Research Methodology 
3-1 Research Objective 
Multimedia objects include text documents, images, video clips and sound tracks. 
They are either embedded as a part of a web page or as out-links on the web page, 
which users need to click on links and redirect to other pages or applications 
outside the page. Nowadays, there exist over billions of multimedia objects in the 
whole W W W . The demand on Internet multimedia information retrieval 
techniques is therefore gradually increased. 
As we discussed in above sections, most Internet link analysis algorithms can be 
applied to web pages or text documents only. In our project, we attempt to find 
out how well they perform in handling multimedia object links. W e examine the 
Page Rank algorithm and the HITS algorithm only since they are the most typical 
ways in analyzing hyperlinks and plenty of improvements on these two algorithms 
have been announced by other scientists in the past. 
Apart from the link analysis algorithms, we would like to identify factors affecting 
the ranking of media objects and their degrees of influence on Page Rank and 
HITS. W e can then put weights on the formulation of Page Rank and HITS to 
represent the effects of these factors in a more concrete manner. Our target is to 
obtain the most suitable formulation for searching multimedia object through the 
link analysis. 
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3.2 Proposed Crawling Methodology 
3.2.1 Collecting Media Objects 
To begin with, the primary task of our project is to crawl the media objects' links 
necessary for ranking afterwards. Our approach is similar to the one used by 
Kleinberg's HITS algorithms [3] and our root set and base set follow the three 
principles of ideal collection [3]. W e first send a textual query to Google, a well-
known text-based search engine. The first ten web page links returned from 
Google are the seed components, and also the root set, of our media objects 
collection. 
The second step is expanding the root set to a base set which our proposed ranking 
algorithms work on. W e try to explore the H T M L tag of the web pages and extract 
the out-links. If an out-link is not inside the root set or base set, we will add it into 
the base set. At the same time, we store for each object link the in-link and out-
link relationships, the object type, at which layer does this link obtain from its 
parents and whether it is embedded or not in its parents, etc. W e use the term 
"parents" to represent the in-links of an object link and "children" as the out-links 
of an object link, while the word "layer" refers to the distance between an object 
link and the root set object links. 
W e define an object A is embedded in another object B base on the following 
criteria: 
(a) For text, the frames pages inside the frameset are embedded by the 
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frameset H T M L page 
(b) For images, if they can be viewed inside their parent objects, they are 
embedded in their parent object 
(c) For videos, if they are broadcasted inside their parent objects, they are 
embedded in their parent object 
(d) For audios, if they are heard by users inside their parent objects, they are 
embedded in their parent object 
The expanding process repeats for all object links until the total number of object 
links in the base set equals to a certain amount. W e restrict the number of the 
media object links so as to keep the size of the collection smaller and reduce the 
computational time and resources. W e do not set the maximum number of layers 
so that more relevant media objects and more relationships between objects can be 
included in the base set. 
a hyperlink to another web page D 
, 1. 1 , p ® Images 
Web page A, o n l ^ ^eb page D，only J 
includes the text an i 叫 e D i n c = = e t r J Soundtrack, 
contents in A contents in D ^ 
Image F j ® Texts 
( 二 ^ ^ r i 
丨 I (embed) / \ E 〇 Video clips 
Video C ,/ \ 
(embed) ct' ^ 
_ L = = ! c B 
Fig. 3.1: Directed graph representing the connectivity relationships between media objects 
in our research 
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An example describing the directed graph formed by the media objects is shown 
in Fig. 3.1. W e treat a web page and all the text contents in the web page as one 
whole text object, which means that text object A represents only the text contents 
of the web page. There is an image and a video clip inside the web page A, we 
define that all the objects other than text inside another object are embedded in 
another object. Image object B and video object C are therefore said as embedded 
links in text object A. The embedded links from object A to objects inside the 
same web page as A are drawn in dot lines in the figure. There are two hyperlinks 
in text object A, one is linked to an external image object F, the other one is linked 
to another web page, text object D, The hyperlinks from text object A linked to 
objects outside A are constructed in solid lines. There is a sound track embedded 
in text object D. Therefore, an embedded link is drawn from text object D to 
sound object E, 
In contrast to the link structure in L G M of Octopus[4], for an object which has a 
hyperlink to another web page, the parent object will only have a link directing to 
the child page's text object, but will not have links directing to all embedded 
objects inside its child page. W e do not use the original model of Octopus in our 
system on account that it is an undirected network model. Both Page Rank and 
HITS Algorithms are used for ranking nodes in a directed web graph. Therefore, 
we only use the idea of multimedia object nodes in Octopus and we, on top of it, 
have defined a new directed network structure to connect object nodes and some 
node attributes for storing the possible factors affecting the ranking of nodes, 
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which will be more suitable for adapting the Modified Page Rank and HITS 
algorithm later on. These factors will be discussed in the later sections. 
Our system does not handle the links in various scripts as it is time-consuming 
and inefficient to extract links in the script programming. To be frank, the links in 
script are comparatively less important as much of them are advertisement links or 
fancy interface. 
The time spent to build up and run the crawling system takes almost half of the 
whole research period. You may argue that why we need to build up our own 
system for crawling. Many current search engines, such as Google, Yahoo, and 
Lycos provide the services for finding the links which link to a particular page. 
However, these search engines could only help find U R L links (single medium). 
Apart from single medium in-links, we also need to consider different factors that 
can potentially affect the ranking objects. By using our own crawling system, we 
find it easier to store necessary information, such as the embedded state of the 
children links, for further use. Therefore, we have tried to build up our own 
system for collecting the object links. 
3.2.2 Filtering the collection of links 
Inevitably, there should be some links for advertising or navigational purposes. In 
order to distill away these meaningless links from our base set, we have imposed 
several filtering rules in adding object links into the children set and parent set. 
These rules are usually based on the text, common words, repeated links, or 
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positions of the links. 
3.2.2.1 HTML tag positions 
For advertising links, they are usually in a certain position of a web page, for 
example, in the <Head> tag or at the end of the H T M L file. With this, we can thus 
overlook the common positions for advertising links when we extract the object 
links out from a web page. 
3.2.2.2 Keyword in the surrounding paragraph or table row 
Surrounding letters or H T M L coding are usually good descriptions of the details 
of an object link. Therefore, we use the surrounding words of an object link for 
filtration of less relevant links. 
When an object link is inside a table in its parent object, we will check if there is 
the keyword searched in the same table row. In such case, we will include the 
object link in the base set. Otherwise, it will not be included in the base set. The 
checking can be done by detecting the <table> tag and the <tr> tag in the H T M L 
codes. 
Similarly, when an object is inside a paragraph or a list rather than a table in its 
parent object, we will check if there is the keyword searched between the previous 
two paragraphs and the following two paragraphs or the previous two list items 
and the following two list items before we add that object link into the base set. 
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3.2.2.3 Self-reference links 
Self-reference links can be a source of steering in ranking. Self-reference means 
self-recommendation or self-citation of a media object. An object with many self-
reference links can mislead the ranking algorithms using the in-link properties to 
deliver a high ranking to it, due to the reinforcing calculations of the object ranks 
in the algorithm. Therefore, we remove these self-reference links before we do 
further calculations in order to have a more objective and meaningful result. 
3.2.2.4 Duplicated links 
Duplicated links may attenuate the score of an object which should be originally 
rank higher during the ranking process, so that they may not be able to retrieve by 
the user. Therefore, all duplicated child links of the same parent link should be 
removed. Some links with alias, for example, www.vahoo.com and 
www.vahoo.com/index.htm], are easily detected and thus can be removed in case 
of duplication. For some link alias, however, we can never notice that two object 
links are linking to the same content until these links are opened and read. 
One of the examples is http://disnev.go.com/disnevvideos/index.html and 
http://disnevvideos.disnev.go.com/. These two links link to the same web site, but 
their wordings in the link are much different. W e will not treat these links as 
duplicates as it is a time-consuming process to find out all these kind of alias and 
at the same time bear a heavy load to the system. 
3.2.2.5 Special links or words should be excluded 
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W e can observe that some of the object links are purely for advertising and carry 
no meaning. For example, some graphics which indicate for update information, 
with the links named new.gif or new.jpeg, or some text object links with the 
anchor text "Terms and Policy" which commonly appear inside the text objects, 
we will remove them from our base set. This is because most of these links always 
appear in the page, no matter what the query terms are. 
3.2.2.6 Maximum number of parents and children links 
In avoidance of certain domain dominating the number of object links in the base 
set, children set and parent set, we try to restrict the number of parent links and 
the children links to not more than 30 and 75 respectively. Applying all the above 
filtering strategies, we can then effectively reduce the number of navigational 
links, advertising links and meaningless links in the base set without using the 
Kleinberg's Removal Strategy, which we will discuss in the next paragraph. 
3.2.2.7 Kleinberg's Removal Strategy on Navigational links 
Kleinberg suggested deleting all the intrinsic links from the base set [3]. In fact, 
all links in the world can be classified into transverse links and intrinsic links. 
Transverse links are links with different domain, while intrinsic links are links 
with same domain. In Kleinberg's idea, intrinsic links are generally for navigation 
of infrastructure of site only and it is less relevance with user's query. Therefore, 
Kleinberg proposed to remove them from the base set. 
However, Kleinberg's removal strategy is not suitable in the crawling of 
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multimedia object links. Considering object links with same domain but different 
media, these objects are not for navigational use and they are actually useful and 
relevant to the users' query. As a result, we do not use Kleinberg’s removal 
strategy in removing the navigational links. 
Above all, not all the objects are filtered by the same restrictions. Certain 
flexibilities can be adjusted according to different kinds of object. For some 
objects with extremely few out-links, like some simple-design personal 
homepages, we will try to loose our filtering rules in order to include more 
possibly relevant links for the user's query. In contrast, for some objects with 
huge amount of out-links, like some message boards or pages like www.imdb.com 
or www.amazon.com, we will try to tighten our filtering rules to reduce the 
number of links that have higher chance to be irrelevant to user's query. 
Take IMDB as an example. The “Page Flipper" feature in the M D B web page is 
often appeared in all films' description page. The graphics involve in the Page 
Flipper feature is irrelevant to the film content themselves. Therefore, we can 
identify the characteristics of the H T M L codes in making the Page Ripper and 
then try to remove the object links related to it. These can reduce the number of 
unrelated object links in the base set and increase the efficiency of information 
retrieval. 
For those object links which are already in the base set, we will ignore the 
filtering rules and directly add them into the children set of their parents, unless 
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the maximum number of parent and children links are not reached. 
3.3 Proposed Ranking Methodology 
3.3.1 Identifying the factors affect ranking 
Before we apply different ranking algorithms to the base set of media object links, 
we should first understand what components of the object links will potentially 
affect the ranking values of the links. Here we have identified seven factors which 
may influence the ranking results: object type, distance between objects, number 
of in-links (parents) and out-links (children), parents' and children's object type, 
whether the object is embedded or not embedded in parent object, the position of 
the hyperlink of the object in there parent object and finally the size of the object 
inside its parent object. W e will describe these factors in details in the following 
paragraphs. 
3.3.1,1 Object Type 
W e have defined 4 object types for our reference, text, image, video clips and 
sound tracks. There should be some differences in the importance and degree of 
relevance for different media. In general, people consider video clips most 
important and have the highest degree of relevance corresponding to user's query, 
especially when they are searching for some TV programmmes or films. Image 
come second while text documents come third, and the last one is sound tracks. 
People conceptually receive graphical information better than text information, 
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this can be seen from our ascendants thousands of years ago. Therefore, image 
and video clips, which are generally using meaningful or representative symbols 
to describe different ideas, should be more relevant to users than text objects. 
Video clips are more informative than images as video is a combination of sound 
tracks and images. Sound track is less informative than the visual media objects 
providing that visual objects are usually more comprehensible to human beings 
than vocal objects. Other types of links, such as email links, newsgroup links and 
links to FTP sites are out of our consideration at this moment. 
3.3.1.2 Distance between Objects 
The distance between objects can be obtained from the number of layers of the 
objects relative to the root set objects. Intuitively, for two objects with longer 
distances, they are less relevant. W e may think that the objects in layer three are 
the least relevant objects to users' query in most cases. 
3.3.1.3 Number of In-links (Parents) and Out-links (Children) 
These factors already exist in the formulation of Hubs, Authorities and Page Rank 
values. Number of parents of each object affects the number of in-links' Page 
Rank values to be summed up in the calculating process of Page Rank of an object 
and the number of Hub values to be added in that of HITS. The more the parents, 
the more the number of in-links’ page rank value and Hub values to be added. 
On the other hand, the number of out-links affects the Page Rank values for the 
in-links to distribute to their children objects and the number of Authority values 
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to be added in the HITS. The more the children, the smaller the Page Rank values 
each child received from its in-link and the more the number of Authority values 
to be added. 
However, there may be some extra manipulation based on the number of in-links 
and out-links to reduce the drawback of Page Rank Algorithm and HITS, for 
instance, to reduce the T K C effect [11] by adding weights in the HITS algorithm. 
3.3.1.4 Parents，and Children，s Object Type 
Similar to the reason for taking into account the object type of the media object 
itself, as the ranking scores of media objects' parents and children are iteratively 
used to calculate their own ranking scores, we should also consider the object type 
of the media object itself. There may be difference in importance between an 
object pointed to by an image and an objected pointed to by a text link. This 
information can be involved in the calculation of Page Rank and HUTS 
Algorithms for multimedia object ranking. 
3.3.1.5 Embedded or Not Embedded 
Whether an object is embedded in its parent object or user is redirected to other 
pages or application outside its parent object by clicking the hyperlink of the 
object inside its parent should also be considered in ranking media objects. Some 
people think that the object links not embedded in their parents should be ranked 
higher as those media objects are in some sense a detail description of their parent 
objects. In contrast, other people think that the object links embedded in their 
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parents should be ranked higher as objects inside the same web page must be 
more relevant to the page rather than the objects outside the web page. 
3.3.1.6 Position of the Objects 
The positions of media objects in their parent objects are also affecting its 
importance. Objects in the <Head> tag of H T M L files are commonly less 
important than those inside the <Body> tag because media objects inside <Head> 
tag are mainly for advertising purpose. At the same time, links inside the <Script> 
tag are usually for advertisements or fancy interface. Our filtering rules can 
therefore make use of these properties to discard the potentially irrelevant links 
out from our Base Set. 
3.3.1.7 Size of the Objects 
The size of media objects inside their parent objects are also a good indicator of 
their importance 一 the larger the size of an object, the more important it is and 
therefore, it should be ranked higher. 
3.3.2 Modified Ranking Algorithms 
After crawling the base set of relevant media objects and identifying the factors 
potentially affecting the ranking of media objects, we have to modify and apply 
the ranking algorithms to the base set. W e only focus on the Page Rank algorithm 
and HITS algorithm for further modifications because of the publicity and 
simplicity of their mathematical models. Many detailed studies have carried out 
for these algorithms and we can use more researchers' experience in defining the 
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new model for our multimedia searching purpose. Also, modifications of these 
algorithms are based on the fundamental model of Brin and Page [2]'s Page Rank 
and Kleinberg [3]’s HITS so as to demonstrate a clear difference in the effect of 
object model in these algorithms. 
At this stage, we need to incorporate the factors we discussed in the above section 
to the Page Rank and the HITS algorithms. Our modifications mainly focus on 
adding a weight, representing the combined effects on the distance between 
objects and the root set, their parents' and children's object types, embedded 
states, position, size and object types of the objects themselves. Different 
combinations of these factors are used for calculating the Page Rank, Authority 
and Hub values. W e are going to discuss in detail each modified algorithms in the 
following sections. 
3.3.2.1 Modified Page Rank Algorithm 
The original formulation of Page Rank is: 
veB„ N V 
such that d is maximized and = 1 ( \\R\[ denotes the Lj norm of R) 
where u: a web page in the collected web pages 
Bu： set of web pages that point to u 
Nu： number of links from u 
d： probability of user not jumping to a page linked from the current page, 
but jumping to a random sample in a population of web pages E(u) with 
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certain probability distribution, 0<d<l 
1-d: probability of user jumping uniformly at random to one of the pages 
linked from the current page 
R(u): rank of web page u 
E(u): a population containing web pages corresponding to a source of rank 
with uniform probability distribution 
The definition of Page Rank value of a certain web page u is the summation of its 
parent's average page rank value per that particular parent's number of children. 
W e can understand it in this way: a parent object is likely to distribute the same 
amount of its Page Rank value to its entire children objects. All the children 
objects are of the same weight of — and the sum of all the weight of the parent 
N V 
link equals to one. This is an important guideline for our later modification. No 
matter how we set the weights initially, we must normalize the weights in the 
calculation of Page Rank value so that the total weight for each parent link is 
equal to one. Otherwise, the Page Rank value at the convergence will become zero 
or infinity for all objects. 
Besides, the way of handling the root set objects and dangling links are important 
in the Page Rank Algorithm. The major assumption of the web graph of Page 
Rank is all objects in the world must have connection to each other, each link will 
have at least one in-link and one out-link. However, from our observation in the 
experiment, a large portion of object links is dangling links. And, the root set we 
gathered from Google does not promise to have their corresponding in-links 
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within the Base Set, on account of the limited size of our base set. In the original 
Page Rank Algorithm, Brin and Page assume that the algorithm is applied to a 
huge amount of web page in the whole W W W . The chance of web pages having 
no in-links is inevitably low or this even never happens. Therefore, they only 
mention how to handle dangling links or looping links, but not the in-link-
absented root links. 
W e follow the way Brin and Page done towards dangling links. W e remove the 
dangling links before we calculate the iterations in Page Rank Algorithm. After all 
the Page Rank values are calculated, they can be added in without affecting the 
Page Rank values of other links significantly. Several iterations are needed to 
carry out in order to calculate the Page Rank scores of these dangling links as well 
as normalization of all Page Rank values. 
For the in-link-absented root links, we pretend them have self-references to 
themselves, which take 0.1 portion of their total weights corresponding to their 
children. You may doubt that the Page Rank value of the root object links become 
higher than what they should be, which is unfair to other object links. However, as 
they are the source of rank and origin of base set, it is reasonable to award slightly 
higher score for them. Moreover, from our observation in the experiment, we can 
always find that such little increase in the Rank value does not bring much impact 
on the ranking position of the return objects for the queries. 
The following is the modified formula of Page Rank: 
40" 
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__ w 
Page Rank: /?(«) = (1 - d ) Y R(v) +dE{u) 
aeA^ 
such that d is maximized and ||/?||j = denotes the Ly norm of R) 
where u, v, a\ media object in the base set 
Bu: set of media objects that point to u 
Av： set of media objects that pointed to by v 
Nu： number of links from u 
d: probability of user not jumping to a media object linked from the 
current object, but jumping to a random sample in a population of media 
objects E(u) with certain probability distribution, 0<d<l 
]-d: probability of user jumping uniformly at random to one of the media 
objects linked from the current object 
R(u): rank of media object u 
E(u): a population containing media objects corresponding to a source of 
rank with uniform probability distribution 
Wv_„: combined weight of distance between objects, object types, 
embedded states, positions and sizes of the objects corresponding to 
media object V, Wv_m = Wobject_type x wembedded X Wposition X Wsize / ^ layer 
where wobject—type’, weight representing the object type corresponding to 
media object u 
wiayer' Weight representing the number of layers of object u 
relative to the root set objects when its parent is object v 
"^ embedded'' Weight showing whether the object v embeds the 
object u 
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wposition' weight representing the importance of position of 
object u in object v 
Wsize'' weight reflecting the size of object u in object v 
-称丨)-
For any page rank vector R, where R = . ^  , the Ly norm of X is the sum of 
n 
the absolute value of all elements in X, i.e., 7? ^  = ^  /?(«, )，m/ stands for any 
1=1 
media object i. As all the page rank values are positive, L] norm of R indicates 
that the sum of all page rank values must equals to 1. 
Calculation of Page Rank value of a media object is the weighted sum its parents' 
Page Rank value, multiplied by the probability of the random surfer to choose the 
successive link of the parents and finally added by the chance of the surfer 
jumping to other media objects corresponding to the source of rank. W e normalize 
the combined weight Wy so that the sum of all combined weight of each parent v of 
object u equals to one. 
As what we have mentioned in previous sections, the distance of the object link, 
the size of the media object in its parent, the position where the media object 
located in its parent and whether the object link is embedded or not in its parent 
may have much effect on the Page Rank of an media object. In terms of the object 
type, our Modified Page Rank algorithm takes only the media object's own object 
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type but not it parents', because we think that the weight of object type should 
only affect the amount of share of Page Rank value the object media under 
calculation can obtain from its parent. And also, as we need to normalize the 
combined weight by the sum of combined weight of each parent, if we involve the 
weight of parent type in the combined weight, both the numerator and 
denominator will have the same factor—weight of parent type. Then the 
normalized combined weight will result in no net effect for the weight of parent 
type. Besides, the calculation of Page Rank is iterative. The effect of parent type 
of the media object on the Page Rank score will always appear in the later 
iteration. Therefore, we have decided not to involve the parent object type in the 
formulation of Modified Page Rank algorithm. 
Fig. 3.2 describes the basic operation of Modified Page Rank Algorithm 
graphically. Objects vy, V2 and vj are the parent objects of object w, while objects p 
and q are the children of u. The Page Rank score of u is the product of object type 
weight of u and the weighted sum of Page Rank scores of its parents vy, V2 and vj. 
The weight “ is the combined weight of v； corresponding to u. It depends on 
the object type of m, embedded state, position and size of u in v； and layer of u 
with parent vy. The combined weights and w〜„ are calculated in the same 
way. The combined weight is normalized by sum of all the combined weights of 
the same parent. For example, in Fig. 3.2, both p and q have the parent m, the 
combined weights w"—" is normalized by the sum of and . 
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Object v； w 
J R(y ) Object u Page Rank , 
Q , X ! 冰 1 R(m):= sum of weighted Object/? 
R(v,), for all objects v,_ 
^ " ' - ^ ^ ^ R j y y - ^ pointing to u 
o ^ - t o c ^ 冰“+冰 
Object V2 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
. V w „ '' Object? 
Object V3 i ； 
Fig. 3.2: Basic operation of Modified Page Rank calculation 
3.3.2.2 Modified HITS Algorithm 
Another algorithm we have modified is Kleinberg's HITS Algorithm [3]. The two 
fundamental equations for HITS are as follows: 
and = 
where p, q: web pages in base set 
；Authority value of web page p 
Hub value of web page p 
(q, p): there exists a directed hyperlink from web page q to web page p 
E: the set of directed hyperlinks in the base set collection 
In contrast to Page Rank, the normalization process of HITS is done after 
calculating the Authority and Hub values. In the original algorithm, no weights 
are involved in the mathematical model. Therefore, when we insert combined 
weights into the equation of Authority and Hub, we do not need to normalize the 
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weights in the equation, which is different from the modifications in Page Rank. 
We, however, have found that if we simply multiply the combined weights to the 
Hub of the object's parents or the Authority of the object's child, the latter objects 
will always have less Hub and Authority scores than their ascenders. Since our 
weights are between zero and one, in order to produce fair HITS scores, we 
propose to divide the combined weight by the minimum possible value of 
combined weight, that is, the product of all the minimum value of each kind of 
weights. 
Considering that our base set is built up based on the assumptions of Kleinberg's 
HITS algorithm [3], there is no need to make important amendment for the 
iterative process of scores on top of the procedures presented in the traditional 
HITS. Therefore, our main concern should be on how we can improve the 
formulation. 
The following is the Modified Hub equations: 
Hub y .广二 y x<"> 
min一value_of _combined 一 weight 
. , <u> ^ authority _v _u 、’ <v> 
Authority = > — : ；7—； — y 
£ mm一value_of _combined _ weight 
where u, v: media object in the base set 
；c<">: Authority value of media object u 
； H u b value of media object v 
(v, u): there exists a directed hyperlink from media object v to media 
object u 
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E: the set of directed object links in the base set collection 
H^ub_v_u (or Wauthority_v_u)' Combined weight of distance between objects, 
object types, embedded states, positions and sizes of the objects 
corresponding to media object u (or v), Whub_v_u (or wauthority_v_u)= 
'^objectjype ^ '^embedded X ^ position X Wgize / ^ layer 
for which w objectjype- Weight representing the object type 
corresponding to media object u (or v) 
wiayer- Weight representing the number of layers of object u 
relative to the root set objects when its parent is 
object V 
"^embedded'- Weight showing whether the object v embeds the 
object u 
wposition' weight representing the importance of position of 
object u in object v 
Wsize' weight reflecting the size of object u in object v 
and the Authority values and the Hub values should be normalized so that their 
squares sum to 1, i.e., ^{x^'^)^ = 1 and J^iy^'^y = 1 
vebaseSet vebaseSet 
The calculation method of combined weights for Modified Hub is similar to 
Modified Page Rank. The combined weights in Hub and Authority also depend on 
the distance of the object link, the size of the media object in its parent, the 
position where the media object is located in its parent and whether the object link 
is embedded or not in its parent. The only difference is the weight of object type. 
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Traditional Hub score is the summation of total Authority of its children objects. 
When involving the object type weight in the combined weight, we intuitively 
think Hub value of a media object may be affected by the type of objects it points 
to. Therefore, we include the type weight of its children objects in the combined 
weight. W e do not include the object's own type in calculating the Hub value 
because the principle of Hub is rather focused on how well an object cite to some 
meaningful and authoritative objects. Changing the resultant value of the sum of 
Authority is less relevant to this principle. 
For the original Authority score, it equals to the summation of total Hub of its 
parent objects. Similar to the modification in Hub, we involve type weights of the 
object's parents as one of the factors in calculating the combined weight, so as to 
reflect the influence on the type of parent objects point to the media object. The 
purpose of Authority value of an object is rather focused on the representation of 
the objects giving citation to it. Therefore, the object's own object type is 
relatively less useful in the scoring of Authority and is not included in our 
modification. 
Same as the steps as Kleinberg's HITS, the Modified Authorities are also 
calculated first. This is the I Operation (in-link operation) of HITS modeling. 
After the set of Modified Authorities is obtained, we use them to generate the Hub 
values for each object from our Modified Hub equation. This is the O operation 
(out-link operation) in the HITS calculation. Then we normalize the Authority and 
Hub value of each object so that the squared sum of all Authorities and that of all 
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Hubs equal to one. The process iterates several times so that stable values of Hub 
and Authority can be obtained. In our experiment, we have set the number of 
iteration to be 20. 
Sample Diagrams illustrating the basic operation of Modified HITS Algorithm is 
shown in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4. In Fig. 3.3，objects qi, qz, and qs are the parent 
objects of object p. The Authority score of p is the sum of weighted Hub scores of 
qi, qi and qs. The weight w 仙 i s the combined weight of qi 
corresponding to p. It is obtained from object type of qi, embedded state, position 
and size ofp in qi and layer of p with parent qi, and the calculation is the same for 
^authority ^ ^ ^ ^authority _qi _ p ' 
Similarly, in Fig. 3.4，objects p!, p2, and p3 are the children objects of object q. 
The Hub score of q is the sum of weighted Authority scores of pi, p2 and p3. The 
weight w^^i, q Pi is the combined weight of pi corresponding to q. It is obtained 
from object type of pi, embedded state, position and size of pj in q and layer of pj 
with parent q, and that is similar for and ^ hub_q_p,. 
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Object qi 
^^^ ^authority _q\ 一 p ^<i7,> 
min(combined _ weight) 
^authority ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Objcctp Authofity 
Q min( combined — weight) ^ x邻>:=sum of weighted 
Object qz ^ ^ Hub y<q>’ for all 
objects q pointing to 
P 
^ ^ - - ^ a u t h o r i t y _q] _ p ^«73> 
mm( combined 一 weight) 
Object q3 




Objects? Hub <p,> 
y<q>:= sum of weighted n ^ — 謂 ^ 
Authority x<p>，for V>=^：：：：— ^ ^ 
all object p ^^^^^^ Object p2 
pointed to by q 
^hub_q_Pi  
m\n{combined _ weight) 
Object p3 
Fig. 3.4: Basic operation of Hub calculation 
All the above modifications are the preliminary design. When we try to review 
different types of weights, we can find that some of the weights are related to the 
content-based analysis rather than pure link analysis, for example, the position and 
‘ 
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size of the objects. Therefore, we decide not to include them in our experiment. 
The layer weight is also difficult to decide objectively because this is rather 
dependent to where we obtain the root set. To be fair, we decide setting it as 
constant for all layers in our experiment. After these considerations, the remaining 
weights under our testing are the object type weight and the embedded state 
weight. W e assign the weights intuitively based on the factors we stated in section 
3.3.1. After running several trial tests, we have chosen the set of weights in the 
Table 3.1. 
Embedded in 1 
parent 
Weight of Embedded State _ Embedded in " ：  
V/• / ^  
parent  
Video 1 
Image ^  
Weight of Object type Sound Track ~ 0.5 
Text 0.6 
Table 3.1: Weights of different factors affecting the ranking 
3.3.2.3 Combined Algorithm 
W e have followed the original formulations of Brin, Page and Kleinberg to obtain 
the traditional Page Rank, Authority and Hub values for our experiment. W e have 
found that though the Page Rank and Authority are both ordering links, the 
resulting ranks of Page Rank and Authority to the same links are sometimes much 
different. Therefore, we also try to compute the combination of Page Rank scores 
and the Authority scores to obtain a new ranking indicator, the Combined Rank 
scores. There are many different kinds of methods which combine two ranking 
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methods together, such as the Similarity Merge method used by Yang [19] in 
combining the text-based and link-based retrieval methods, and the PageRank-
HITS Algorithm proposed by Diligenti, Gori and Maggini [13]. However, there is 
no clear evidence from literatures for which fusion method performs better than 
the others. So for simplicity, we directly use the weighted sum of the Page Rank 
value and the normalized Authority value of each media object. Authority scores 
are normalized so that the sum of Authority value of all objects equals to one. 
The formulation of the Combined Rank is shown below: 
CombinedRank(u) = a xR(u) + b x normalized一x(u) 
where a, b are the weights of importance of Page Rank value and Authority value 
relative to the combined ranking score of media object u, and a + b = 1. 
The formulation of Modified Combined Rank is the same as original Combined 
Rank, only the Page Rank and Authority scores are now changed to the Modified 
Page Rank and Modified Authority scores. 
Obviously, when we rank the objects, more emphasis is put on the objects' in-
links as the two components in the equation of Combined Rank, the Page Rank 
value and the Authority value, both depend mainly on the in-degree. This is 
reasonable because we usually measure the degree of relevance of objects to 
user's query in terms of number of references points to those objects. Having 
more references means that it is more recommended by others and so, it can be 
more relevant to the query. 
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Chapter 4. Experimental Results 
and Discussions 
4.1 Experimental Setup 
The main theme of this experiment is to compare the difference in two traditional 
web page ranking algorithms: Page Rank and HITS, and their fusion method: 
Combined Rank, against their corresponding modified object link analysis ranking 
algorithms: Modified Page Rank, Modified HITS and Modified Combined Rank. 
W e have tried to crawl and rank the object links based on 10 different query topics 
which are shown in Table 4.1. 
Query Keywords  
1 Nemo  
2 PABF2004 
3 The sound of Music  
4 The Miracle Box  
5 Titanic  
6 Lion King  
7 Brother Bear  
8 Mickey cartoon  
9 Tom Cruise  
1 0 E m m a  
Table 4.1: Query keywords 
For each query, we have collected around four hundred object links in different 
media as the base set for different modified algorithms to work on. The method of 
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crawling and filtering the base set has already been stated in the pervious chapter. 
Object information such as the object type, parent links, children links, embedded 
state, the object type of parents and children are also stored for further analysis. 
Then we use the base set to build a directed network with weights on each edge. 
Ten sets of Modified Page Rank scores, HITS scores and Combined Rank scores 
can be obtained. For each set of results, we have divided them into 4 groups 
according to their object type. The objects within each group have been ranked in 
the descending order of score. 
Among these ten base sets, usually there are around 400 object links for each set. 
W e use these 400 links to generate another set of ranking scores from the 
traditional algorithms. These scores have also been ranked in descending order. 
For all setups, only the top thirty objects in each object type are returned to the 
user. Our evaluation is based on the degree of relevance in these highest-ranked 
results. 
4.1.1 Assumptions for the Experiment 
Several assumptions should be stated in advance before carrying out the 
experiments. This is because our major settings in the experiment and the design 
of different object ranking algorithms are based on these assumptions: 
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(a) A hyperlink from object A to object B is a recommendation of object B 
by the author of object A. Otherwise, the use of link analysis in 
multimedia information retrieval cannot be reliable 
(b) If object A and object B are connected by a hyperlink, they may be on 
the same topic. W e assume that most of the image, video and sound 
objects are meaningful and related to the content of its web page 
parents. This is a core element which gives much influence on the 
quality of the base set. 
(c) The size of the base sets is representative enough to the queries 
(d) Sufficient number of objects with different media type should be 
included in the base set of each query 
(e) The source of our root set is of high quality in terms of the relevance to 
the user query 
(f) Our method is able to crawl different types of object links in most 
types of H T M L files. 
(g) The difference in object type and embedded states of objects reflects 
the degree of relevance to the users. 
4.2 Some Observations from Experiment 
Before we move on to the evaluation of this experiment, we would like to point 
out here some observations in our experiment. Throughout the experimental 
process, we have come across several characteristics of the base sets and the 
returned result set. 
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4.2.1 Dangling links 
In most of the cases, video clip links except for .swf files (Flash) and sound track 
links become dangling links and their Hub values are usually 0. This is mainly due 
to the nature of these objects. These objects are usually larger in file size and load 
slower in the web browsers. Thus, not much people use these objects for hyperlink 
reference. Therefore, they hardly have out-links. 
Also, other than Flash movies, the majority of video objects inside our base set are 
Quicklime movies, Real Player movies and Mpeg movies. Most of them are film 
trailers of the query terms. They are usually not embedded in its parents. Even 
when there exists out-links inside the movies, we cannot pick them up when the 
movies are broadcast as our system do not support the techniques in extracting 
information from movies. This is another reason why most of the video object 
links in our base set are dangling. 
4.2.2 Good Hub = bad Authority, Good Authority = bad Hub? 
Besides, that an object is a good Hub does not imply that it is a poor authoritative 
object. The Hub and Authority values are in a mutually reinforcing relationship, 
but do not affect each other on the same object. An object's Hub value only 
affects its children's Authority values, while its Authority value only influences 
its parents' Hub values. 
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4.2.3 Setting of weights 
Before understanding relevance and importance of different object types and 
embedded states, we set all the media objects' links as of the same weight. 
Therefore, we can see that the relative differences in the ranking scores of all the 
objects are very small and insignificant to distinguish the importance and 
relevance among them. Objects with different object types will have the same 
ranking scores under the same physical conditions, i.e., same in-degree and out-
degree. In order to distinguish the difference between the objects with different 
object types and connectivity formats, we have tried different values of the object 
type weights and embedded state weights to the ranking algorithms so as to obtain 
an optimal weight setting for our system. 
For example, we make the embedded links have higher weights than the 
hyperlinks directing to outside objects. This is simply because the objects 
appearing inside its parent object are usually with higher relevance than objects 
from external sources. Besides, by observation, video clips are often more 
relevant to the query topic, followed by images and texts. Sound tracks are the 
least relevant to the query topics relative to other media. 
By and large, the values of these weights are only generated based on our 
observation and intuitive thinking. They may not be the most suitable ones in the 
calculation of different scores. 
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4.3 Discussion on Experimental Results 
W e have got ten sets of query results. Each includes the top thirty ranked in every 
group of object type. For the traditional Page Rank, HITS and Combined Rank 
algorithms, only results with one object type一text~is obtained. Our evaluation 
is, therefore, based on the comparison between the performance of traditional 
algorithms and that of their corresponding modified methodology. W e also 
investigate into the relevance of the result set in different object types for different 
modified ranking methods. For the HITS algorithm, because we are now focused 
on finding out the highly recommended objects or the most authoritative objects, 
only the Authority values are taken into account. Therefore, only the top thirty 
Authorities are ranked and evaluated in the HITS and Modified HITS algorithm. 
4.3.1 Relevance 
The degree of relevance is a subjective measure to indicate the "aboutness" and 
"appropriateness" of an object. Different users may differ about the relevance or 
non-relevance of a particular object to a given query. Therefore, when we ask the 
user to measure the relevance of our returned results, we have provided some 
objective guidelines for the users to follow. These include the number of query 
terms or query term related items, for example, the trailers of the query film or the 
posters of the query actor, appear in the object, or whether the object is part of a 
large combined object and that combined object includes the query terms or query 
term related items, etc. After the users send the feedback of the relevant objects in 
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each search query and ranking methods, we use them to calculate the precision 
and recall of each query in different ranking algorithms. 
4.3.2 Precision and recall 
Both precision and recall are common ways in measuring the performance of 
information retrieval algorithms. Precision measures the portion of relevant 
objects in the returning result set and recall aims at finding out the portion of 
relevant object in the returning result set relative to the total number of relevant 
objects in the base set. 
The formulation in calculating precision and recall are as follows: 
. . number _of _ relevant — objects — in — return — set 
total _ number _of _ objects _ in _ result 一 set 
number 一 of 一 relevant 一 objects 一 in 一 return _ set 
Re call = — ; ; 7 
total _ number 一 of 一 relevant _ objects 一 in_ base _ set 
In order to counterbalance the biases of personal feedback, for each query, we 
have at least take an average of two precision values and recall values for carrying 
out the t-test later. 
The average precision and recall for 10 queries of difference algorithms are shown 
in Table 4.2 and a graph illustrating the average precision and recall is provided in 
Fig. 4.1. 
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Average Precision Average Recall 
for 10 queries for 10 queries 
Page Rank(text) “ 0.842 0.126 
Authority(text) 0.644 0.096 
Combined Rank(text) O J ^  
Modified Page Rank(text) “ 0.139 
Modified Authority(text) 0.634 
Modified Combined G q ^-79 
Rank(text) ‘ ‘ 
Modified Page Rank(image)" 0.200 
Modified Authority(image) 0.179 
Modified Combined ^ 細 0 210 
Rank(image)  
Modified Page Rank(video) 0.980 0.980 
Modified Authority(video) 0.980 0.980 
Modified Combined ^ 卯q q 卯q 
Rank(video)  
Table 4.2: Average Precision and Recall for different 
algorithms in ranking different media objects 
Graph of Precision . d R e c a l l 丨 = : 二 。 " 
11 — 
^A 
I ” 、 ―：：^ V / 
I � 8 Z \ / 
I ” ^ ^ ^ 
-a 0.6 “ ‘ 
i  
§ 0.5 • 
I 0.4  
4j 0.3 — “ 
I 0.2 
< 。 . 丨 一 - 一 *  
0-1 1 1 1 1 1  
Page Rank Authority CombinedRank Modified Page Modified Authority Modified 
Rank CombinedRank 
Ranking methods 
Fig. 4.1: Graph of Average Precision and Recall for all ranking algorithms 
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W e can see that improvements are made on the Modified Page Rank Algorithm 
when compared with the traditional Page Rank Algorithm, and the Modified 
Combined Rank Algorithm with the original Combined Rank Algorithm, in terms 
of the average precision and the average recall for the text object retrieved for the 
ten queries. For the Modified Authority on text objects, we can see that there are 
improvements in four queries but it performs worse than the traditional one in the 
other six queries. The recall value of the three modified algorithms are quite low 
because of the large portion of relevant text objects in the base set, usually there 
are more than 200 relevant text objects in the base set. 
Providing that we cannot find a benchmarked link-based algorithm to rank the 
images, videos and sound tracks, we can only comment on the average precision 
and recall values alone. The average precision values of the modified algorithms 
in ranking image objects are relatively lower than that in ranking text objects, but 
the average recall values are higher. This shows that the number of relevant 
images in the base set is comparatively smaller than the relevant text objects in the 
base set. Also, many meaningless images are connected with some highly ranked 
objects. This allows more irrelevant images to be added into the return result set 
of the user queries. 
The average precision and average recall values of all the three modified methods 
are the same for the resulting set in ordering video objects of the queries. This is 
mainly as the number of video objects obtained in each query is less than thirty. 
As a result, our experiment shows no significant difference among the three 
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modified algorithms in ranking video. However, if the number of video objects in 
the base set is over thirty, we believe that there may be significant difference in 
the average precision and recall among all the modified algorithms. 
No average precision and recall value is provided for the resulting set of sound 
track ranks, because only 2 queries contains sound track objects in their base set. 
Therefore, no meaningful comparison can be made for the algorithms. 
Generally, the performance of Modified Combined Rank is much better than the 
others among our three modified algorithms, in both ranking text objects and 
image objects. In contrast, the Modified Authority is the worst in both ordering 
text objects and image objects. This may be due to the choice of number of 
iterations in calculating the HITS scores or the weight settings in the Modified 
HITS algorithm. 
4.3.3 Significance testing 
W e have run the one-tailed paired t-test for the precision and recall values of each 
traditional algorithm with its modified version. A one-tailed paired t-test is used to 
find how the quality of the resultant set of data can be significantly improved with 
the modification of algorithms. The result of the one-tailed paired t-tests of the 
precision and recall values for the three algorithms and their modified versions is 
shown in Table 4.3. 
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Precision Recall 
P(T<=t) for the significant level of Modified Page Rank 
0.083* 0.092* 
improves the Traditional Page Rank 
P(T<=t) for the significant level of Modified Authority 
^ 0.253 0.305 
improves the Traditional Authority 
P(T<=t) for the significant level of Modified Combined 
0.022** 0.073* 
Rank improves the Original Combined Rank 
* p value < 0 . 1 , improvement is significant 
** p value < 0.05, improvement is highly significant 
Table 4.3: Result of One-tailed Paired T-test 
From Table 4.3, we can see that the p-value of the precision and recall of 
traditional Page Rank and Modified Page Rank are 0.083 and 0.092 respectively. 
This means that the Modified Page Rank performs significantly better than the 
traditional Page Rank. 
For the Modified Authority and the traditional Authority, the p-value of precision 
and recall are 0.253 and 0.325 respectively, which shows that there is no 
significant proof for whether the Modified Authority or the traditional Authority 
out-perform the other. 
The p-value of the precision and recall of original Combined Rank and Modified 
Combined Rank are 0.022 and 0.073 respectively. This means that the Modified 
Combined Rank is relatively higher in the significance level to perform better than 
the original Combined Rank. 
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Apart from t-test, we have also done an Anova test to demonstrate the similarity 
of the performance of the three modified ranking algorithms in ranking the text 
objects. The null hypothesis for the Anova is the performance of all the three 
scores is similar to each other. The result of Anova by using precision and recall 
of ranking text object is demonstrated in the Table 4.4. 
Testing value P-value 
Average precision of 3 modified algorithms in ranking text objects 9.07E-15* 
Average recall of 3 modified algorithms in ranking text objects 2.37E-11* 
* p<0.01 The 3 groups are extremely significant to show that their value are not similar. 
Table 4.4: Result of Anova showing the similarity in the three modified ranking 
algorithms (ranking text objects) 
In both Anova of precision and recall of the ranking in text objects by the three 
modified algorithms, the p-value is smaller than 0.01, which implies that the 
performance of these three algorithms are significantly dislike to each other. This 
is reasonable because the two traditional ranking algorithms, Page Rank and 
HITS, are using different mathematical modeling for the iteration process 
although both of them are dependent on the linkage between object nodes. The 
number of iteration and the way of normalization may also result in the difference 
in the ranking of them. CominedRank, for which ranking is based on the weighted 
sum of Page Rank and Authority values, therefore hardly follows either Page 
Rank or Authority's ranks. As a result, the Modified Page Rank, Modified 
Authority and Modified Combined Rank algorithms have significantly difference 
in the ranking. 
4.3.4 Ranking 
The ranking of objects among the traditional algorithms and the modified ones is 
another evaluation tool for the performance of these ranking algorithms. W e have 
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compared the ranking difference of Page Rank and Authority with their 
modifications. From our experiment, we can find more significantly improved 
examples for the Modified Page Rank against the traditional Page Rank. Less 
regular pattern of improvements in Modified Authority values to the traditional 
Authority can be obtained. Therefore, in this section, we will only provide the 
example of improvement in object ranks by Modified Page Rank. 
ID Link Rank 
tO http://www.pixar.com/featurefilms/nemo/ 1 
tl http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0266543/ 2 
t2 http://www.apple.coin/trailers/disney/finding_nemo/trailer/ 3 
t3 http:Msney.go.com/disneyvideos/animatedfilms/findingnemo/index2.html 4  
t4 http://www .aiiiazon.coiTi/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/BQ0005JM02?v=glance | 5 | 
http://quizilla.com/users/wgryph/quizzesAVhat%20Finding%20Nemo%20C 
—haracter%20are%20You%3F/  
t6 http://bima.astro.umd.edu/nemo/ 7 
t7 http://www.e-nemo.nl/ 8 
t8 http://www.disney.de/DisneyKinofilnie/nemo/ 9 
t9 |http://www.newmet.nl/ 10 
Table 4.5: Top ten pages of traditional Page Rank without using object model 
ID Link RanT 
mO http://disney.go.com/disneyvideos/animatedfilms/findingnemo/index2.html 1 
m 1 http://www.pixar.com/featurefilms/nemo/ 2 
m2 http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0266543/ 3 
m3 http://www.apple.com/trailers/disney/finding_nemo/trailer/ 4 
m4 http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/B00005JM02?v=glance 5 
m5 http://bima.astro.umd.edu/nemo/ 6 
m6 http://www.disney.de/DisneyKinofilme/nemo/ 7 
ml http://www.newmet.nl/ 8 
m8 http://www.apple.com/trailers/disney/finding_nemo/traileiV3_fullscreen.html 9 
m9 |http://www.applexom/trailers/disney/finding_nemo/trailer/l_large.html 10 
Table 4.6: Top ten text objects of Modified Page Rank using object model 
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W e take the query "nemo" as our first example. This example shows an 
improvement of object rank by using the Modified Page Rank algorithm. Table 
4.5 and 4.6 are part of the result sets of query "nemo" ordering by the traditional 
Page Rank scores and our Modified Page Rank. Object mO is the official website 
of the film "Finding Nemo". Therefore, it should be the most relevant to the user 
among all other objects in the base set. However, according to the ranking of 
traditional Page Rank, it is less relevant than the text objects ml, m2 and m3. 
The use of object type and embedded state properties in our Modified Page Rank 
algorithm is the source of improvement in ranking mO. W e can find that majority 
of the children and parent links of mO are images and embedded videos, while 
those in ml, m2 and m3 are images and unembedded text. As a result, the ranking 
of mO will be higher than that of ml, m2 and m3 in the Modified Page Rank, for 
which the difference in object type and embedded states for parent and children 
objects can have effects on the ordering process. 
Another discussion on ranking is about the Combined Rank. Some people may 
doubt that if Combined Rank Algorithm is the weighted sum of Page Rank and 
HITS, why the combined rank of an object does not the same as the average of its 
Page Rank rank and Authority rank? In Table 4.7, we stated an example of the 
ranking results of Modified Page Rank, Modified Authority and Modified 
Combined Rank. 
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in T.I Page , , . Combined ID Link ^ , Authority ^ , Rank Rank 
xO http://www.imclb.com/title/tt0266543/ 3 3 1 
http://disney.go.com/disneyvideos/animatedfilms/finclin ‘ ~ “ 
x i gnemo/index2.html ‘ ^ 
x2 http://www.pixar.com/featurefilms/nemo/ 2 152 3 
x3 http://www.apple.com/trailers/clisney/finding_nemo/trail“ ~ “ 
er/  
~ ~ http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/- “ ^ “ 
/B00005JM02?v=glance ^ 丄… ^ 
x5 http://bima.astro.umd.edu/nemo/ 6 298 6 
x6 http://www.clisney.de/DisneyKinofilme/nemo/ 7 284 7 
x7 http://www.newmet.nl/ 8 299 8 
x8 http://www.imclb.com/title/tt0266543/board/threads 14 1 9 
x9 http://www.imdb.eom/Sections/Years/2003 27 2 10 
Table 4.7: Top ten text objects of Modified Combined Rank using object model 
and their corresponding Page Rank and Authority ranking 
This example used "nemo" as the query keyword. From Table 4.7，we can see that 
the ranks of the top ten text objects of Modified Combined Rank are not the same 
as average ranking of Modified Page Rank and Authority. The highest-ranked 
object xO was ranked in the third position in terms of relevance in both Modified 
Page Rank and Modified Authority. Some of the lower-ranked objects in 
Modified Authority, such as object xl to x7, because of their high Modified Page 
Rank scores, they can attain a comparatively higher weighted sum than the x8 to 
x9, though x8 and x9 are the two top-ranked objects by Modified Authority. 
Considering the difference in iterative process and algorithm design of Modified 
Page Rank and Modified Authority, the rank of an object calculated by Page Rank 
and HITS can be significantly independent to each other. For instance, the number 
of iteration in HITS is under controlled, in reverse, that in Page Rank is 
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uncontrolled and the algorithm iterates until the ranking scores reach stability. 
This may make the authority scores not optimize and makes the authority ranks 
and Page Rank ranks different. Moreover, the calculation of authority scores is 
based on hub values of objects' parents. The initial value of hub and authority 
scores of the root set links may also have affects on the overall authority values. 
This can also be another factor which leads to the difference in Authority and 
Page Rank scores Therefore, the Modified Combined rank does not necessarily 
equal to the average of the rankings in Modified Page Rank and Authority. 
Most important of all, we would like to state here that the above observations and 
statistical analysis are only based on our assumptions, our implemented systems 
and the queries we used in the experiments. Therefore, there may be some other 
observations that we cannot conclude here due to our limited data set. 
4.4 Limitations and Difficulties 
No matter how well people can plan for the precautions to run an experiment, 
design the methodology used in experiment and organize the set up of the 
experiment, there will still be some limitations and difficulties in carrying out the 
experiment. The following are limitations and difficulties we have faced as the 
experiment proceed: 
— ^ 
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4.4.1 Small size of the base set 
Due to limited computer resources, it is difficult for us to build a larger base set 
which is rich in different types of media object. As a result, some evaluations 
become insignificant. One of the examples happens in calculating the precision 
and recall for the video objects and sound tracks. The size of base set takes much 
influence in the quality of the base set and the linkage structure of the base set. 
More links means a higher chance to build up a highly-linked network, from 
which more representative and realistic rank of the objects in W W W can be 
obtained easily. 
4.4.2 Parameter settings 
The number of iterations that should be run by the HITS and the Modified HITS, 
the weights of object types and embedded states, etc. are decided by our 
subjective intuition and trials. There may be better parameter settings for our 
proposed methodology which have not been discovered by us. 
4.4.3 Unable to remove all the meaningless links from base set 
As we have seen from the precision values of our three modified ranking 
algorithms to order image objects, we have discovered our limitation in filtering 
out unwanted links from our base set. In addition, the complexity in gathering 
links from the script languages in the H T M L files is also an important reason why 
we cannot gather more video objects in our base set. More web authors tend to use 
V B script or Javascript to embed the video links in the H T M L tag. Since our 
— ^  
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crawling system cannot grab the object links written inside the scripts, we have 
probably missed some of the useful objects inside the scripts. 
4.4.4 Resources and time-consuming 
The preprocessing step of this experiment is both resource and time-consuming. 
The preprocessing steps include choosing the suitable query, building up the 
computer system for crawling and generating different ranks. W e nearly spend 
half of our research period to do the preprocessing. The time for crawling is the 
longest in comparison with other computer-involved task. And we always face the 
problem of running out of memory. That is the reason why we need to limit our 
base set to a small size in order to reduce the computational cost. 
4.4.5 TKC Effect 
Inevitably, our object graph forms the tightly-knit community (TKC) effect, due 
to our crawling techniques and also, we need to involve objects with different 
types, even they are in the same domain. Some researchers suggest removing the 
links with same domain in the base set so as to reduce the TKC effect. However, 
this method is not applicable to our system, as many images and video clips come 
from a few domains. If we delete these media objects, the number of image 
objects and video objects will dramatically decrease to 1-tenth of the original 
number. 
— ^  
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4.4.6 Continuously updated format of HTML codes and file 
types 
Development of Internet technology is rapid and unpredictable. More web pages 
are now formatted by scripts like JSP and XML. Also, more different types of 
software developed for object processing and viewing also lead to new file 
extensions for object link. Therefore, it is difficult for our crawling system to 
collect and identify all the object links in all text objects. 
4.4.7 The object citation habit of authors 
There is no definite instruction to restrict how authors of web pages design their 
pages' linkages to different objects. They may also point to some objects which 
are totally unrelated to the content of their pages. The organization of the web 
pages is also another reason for the difficulties in filtering useful link. Some 
authors usually mix objects with different contents together. This confused our 
crawling systems and the results is we may miss some useful object links because 
their neighbor paragraphs or table rows do not contain the query keywords, and 
we may collect some meaningless object links owing to the existence of query 
keyword in their nearby areas. 
CHAPTER 5 — Conclusion 
Chapter 5. Conclusion 
5.1 Contribution of our Methodology 
Our research has tried to import the idea of multimedia nodes to the directed 
network graph and migrate the traditional link analysis algorithms, Page Rank and 
HITS to the new directed object graph, with new definition of attributes in the 
web graph nodes and the linkages. W e have proposed several factors which 
potentially affect the ranking of an object, as well as listed out our observations 
through the experiment. These can be good examples for later researchers who are 
interested in multimedia information retrieval. 
Our Modified Page Rank and Modified Combined Rank are proved to have 
significant improvement in ranking text objects than the traditional ones. Some 
other previous modification of Page Rank, such as Haveliwala's Topic-sensitive 
Page Rank [6], may also be applied on our algorithms. 
5.2 Possible Improvement 
Previously proposed methodology, for instance, the BHITS [16] or WHITS [5] 
can be tried to apply on our Modified HITS algorithm to increase the quality of 
the objects in the returned result set in terms of relevance. W e can introduce other 
weights to our modified algorithms depending on the number of repetition of 
objects with same domain. This may be helpful in relieving the T K C effect of our 
— 
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query result set. Moreover, we can try to further improve the ranking of media 
objects by considering the content of the anchor texts, filename of hyperlinks of 
the object, as well as the position and size of the objects when they are inside their 
parents. W e have proposed this in former chapters but have not implemented in 
our system as we think that it is content-related rather than link-based. 
Apart from the above mentioned points, we find that running our current crawling 
and ranking algorithms are both time and cost-consuming. A good search engine 
should be both high in retrieving speed and good at finding relevant objects. Thus, 
reducing the time and computer resources used by our system for each query is 
also one of the possible improvements of our system. Some of the solutions for 
this problem are restricting the number of iterations in running the ranking 
methods, controlling the error significance level in the calculations, including only 
the most important weights in adjusting the ranking values, adjusting the size of 
base set, etc. But the effectiveness of them still needs to be proved. 
5.3 Conclusion 
To conclude, multimedia searching is a new topic in the Internet information 
retrieval. Using the idea of link analysis on multimedia object graph in 
information retrieval is still a germinating topic nowadays. There are still many 
untouched topics for scientists to explore, such as designing better network model 
for easy adaptation of the currently developed link analysis algorithms, or 
proposing new link analysis methodology which is suitable for use in multimedia 
object graph. Undoubtedly, a high-quality searching algorithm is necessary to 
— 
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satisfy users' query on multimedia information. What we can do is to try our best 
to include as much users' expectations on information retrieval as possible and 
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A1. One-tailed paired t-test results 
Traditional Modified 
Page Rank Page Rank 
Mean 0.8421 0.8678 
Variance 0.000649 0.003324 
Observations 10 10 
Pearson Correlation 0.360025 
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 
df 9 
tStat _ -1.50506 
P(T<=t)one-tail 一 ； : 聊 3 2 8 4 / f 、 
t Critical one-tail 1.383029 
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.166567 
t Critical two-tail 1.833114 
Table A 1.1: Result of paired t-test of precision in traditional 
Page Rank and Modified Page Rank 
Traditional Modified 
Authority Authority 
Mean 0.6437 0.6336 
Variance 0.001521 0.00081 
Observations 10 10 
Pearson Correlation 0.096093 
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 
df 9 
t Stat 0.694091 
P(T<=t) one-tail 、. 0.252572 
t Critical one-tail 1.383029 
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.505145 
t Critical two-tail 1.833114 
Table A 1.2: Result of paired t-test of precision in traditional 




Combined Rank Combined Rank 
Mean 0.8868 0.9243 
Variance 0.001375 0.001162 
Observations 10 10 
Pearson Correlation -0.00513 
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 
df 9 
t Stat -2.34842 
.... ‘ ‘ - Mttibi'： ‘ ... 辦物 nyj., ‘ ；<it» 
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.021709 
t Critical one-tail 1.383029 
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.043417 
t Critical two-tail 1.833114 
Table A 1.3: Result of paired t-test of precision in original 
Combined Rank and Modified Combined Rank 
Traditional Modified 
Page Rank Page Rank 
Mean ‘ 0.1256 0.1388 
Variance 0.000448 0.000305 
Observations 10 10 
Pearson Correlation -0.12295 
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 
df 9 
tStat -1.43724 
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.092246 
t Critical one-tail 1.383029 
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.184492 
t Critical two-tail 1.833114 
Table A 1.4: Result of paired t-test of recall in traditional 




Mean 0.0959 0.0932 
Variance 0.000176 0.000355 
Observations 10 10 
Pearson Correlation 0.538089 
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 
df 9 
t Stat 0.527477 
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.:S5308 ‘ 
t Critical one-tail 1.383029 
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.610617 
t Critical two-tail 1.833114 
Table A 1.5: Result of paired t-test of recall in traditional 
Authority and Modified Authority 
Original Modified 
Combined Rank Combined Rank 
Mean~‘ 0.1594 0.1788 
Variance 0.000588 0.000841 
Observations 10 10 
Pearson Correlation -0.04189 
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 
df 9 
tStat -1.59012 
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.073136 : 
t Critical one-tail 1.383029 
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.146272 
t Critical two-tail 1.833114 
Table A1.6: Result of paired t-test of recall in original 
Combined Rank and Modified Combined Rank 
A ^ n 
Appendix 
A2. Anova results 
Summary  
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 
Modified Page Rank 10 8.678 0.8678 ~ ^ 0 3 3 2 4 
Modified Authority 10 6.336 0.6336 0.00081 
Modified Combined jq 9.243 0.9243 0.001162 
Rank  
Table A2.1: Summary of Anova showing the similarity in the three modified 
ranking algorithms (precision in ranking text objects) 
Anova  
Source o f Variation SS Df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0475161 2 0.237581 134.5809 9.07E-15* 2.51061 
Within Groups 0.047664 27 0.001765 
Total |o.522825| 29 
* pcO.Ol The 3 groups are extremely significant to show that their value are not similar. 
Table A2.2: Result of Anova showing the similarity in the three modified ranking 
algorithms (precision in ranking text objects) 
Summary  
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 
Modified Page Rank 10 1.374 0.1374 3.78E-05 
Modified Authority 10 0.932 0.0932 0.000355 
Modified Combined 1.733 0.1738 0.000314 
Rank J  
Table A2.3. Summary of Anova showing the similarity in the three modified 




Source of Variation SS Df MS F P-value Fait 
Between Gro叩s 0 0 3 2 ^ 2 0.016292 69.1668 2.37E-11* 2.51061 
Within Groups 0.00636 27 0.000236 
Total 10.0389431 29 I I 
* pcO.Ol The 3 groups are extremely significant to show that their value are not similar. 
Table A2.4. Result of Anova showing the similarity in the three modified ranking 
algorithms (recall in ranking text objects) 
A^n 
i 
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